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Can I Operate More Than One Squidstat in a Multichannel Configuration? 

This application note introduces how to connect multiple Squidstats together for 

multichannel functionality, and options for users to run 1,000+ channels simultaneously 

The Squidstat potentiostats built by Admiral Instruments are designed to seamlessly operate in a 

multichannel configuration. We achieve this due to the compact size of our instruments and the modern, 

versatile Squidstat User Interface (SUI). Up to 128 single-channel Squidstats, for example the single-

channel Squidstat Plus, can connect to a single computer (either PC or Mac) via USB and can all be 

operated individually within the SUI multichannel tab within the SUI. 

For users accustomed to running hundreds of channels on a single computer, some of our Squidstat 

products are built with native multichannel functionality inside a single hardware module to expand 

beyond the 128 limit of single-channel Squidstats connected to one computer. Examples of this include 

the Squidstat Prime potentiostat with 4-channels per module and the soon-to-be-released Squidstat 

Cycler with 8-channels per module. In principal, a user could control up to 128 8-channel Squidstat Cyclers 

on a single computer – equating to a grand total of 1024 individually-controllable channels! 

 

Figure 1. SUI Screenshot displaying the multichannel status page with a Squidstat Prime and Squidstat 

Plus being operated on the same computer 

Different Squidstat models can be plugged into the SUI in any combination. For example, a battery 

researcher wanting a 10-channel potentiostat workstation could purchase two 4-channel Squidstat Primes 

for battery cycling and two single-channel Squidstat Pluses for EIS measurements. This 10-channel, EIS-

capable configuration costs under $20,000 USD. 

 

Figure 2. Example of a 10-channel Squidstat configuration that is comprised of two 4-channel Squidstat 

Prime potentiostats and two single-channel Squidstat Plus potentiostats for EIS measurements 
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When using a multichannel configuration, the goal is to operate several channels independently or in sync. 

Usually, for example when testing individual battery cells, each channel is connected to separate cells that 

share no common electrical connections with each other and are not Earth grounded. In such cases, each 

channel operates 100% independently. 

However, some categories of experiments require two or more channels to be connected to the same 

electrochemical device. In such cases, each channel’s operation can become dependent upon what the 

other channels are doing at the same time. 

For in-depth explanations of some of the most common ways to use potentiostats in specialized 

multichannel configurations, we encourage you to review the following application notes: 

1. Using Squidstats for Stack Measurements on Fuel Cells or Batteries 

This application note describes the differences between using a serial connection versus a parallel 

connection when studying fuel cell or battery stacks 

 

2. Can Squidstat Potentiostats Be Configured as Bipotentiostats for RRDE? 

This application note explains how to use two Squidstat channels as a bipotentiostat for Rotating 

Ring Disk Electrode experiments 

 

3. Are Squidstats Capable of Both Grounded and Floating Measurements? 

This application note covers the options available for grounded and floating measurements, and 

explains how the grounding configuration is designed in Squidstats for cases where multiple 

channels are connected so users can know how to avoid creating ground loops. 
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